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Quick Links. See also: Navigation Manual , Reference Manual. Your Ride. Hwy 13 Savage, MN
Page 3 onda dySSey inivan - ervice anual January Its Switch function is to pull the van closer to
the ground so that there is less of an Check door track for any debris and remove. Located on
the drivers left dash. Page 25 OTC 8. Kneeler moves up and down but Master link is broken.
Replace master link. Step 3 Step 4 2 screws for tire cover A Remove spare tire cover. A Flip up
the right side rear sofa seat. The power toggle switch is on the OTC board. Ensure the
connections on the back of the OTC board are tight. Check the OTC main fuse 40 amp located
near the vehicles main battery. Page One Touch System - V8. Remember, in Input Test Mode,
double beeps indicate the switch is on or activated and single beeps indicate that it is not. The
obstruction could be something in the way or a Ramp Detection Error Limit is not recognized. If
enough time passes before the proper limit switch is activated at the end of the Error cycle, the
OTC will return this error. If enough time passes before the proper Error 28 - Door Watchdog
Error limit switch is activated at the end of the cycle, the OTC will return this error. If Ramp
deployed, open door fully. If ramp stowed, fully close and latch door. Page Remote System
Troubleshooting If that is okay, check if button held for 3 seconds. Neither One Touch remote
works. Review display on OTC board and contact Receiver malfunction. BK 20 GA. DB 20 GA.
Make cer- tain to clear out any water and ice that may be present. In the front of each door track
there are plugs that can be removed to allow an air hose to be inserted to help remove debris.
For all warranty or reimbursement needs, you must have prior authorization by the Rollx Vans
Service Department. Print page 1 Print document 95 pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't
have an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. I am
assuming that you have done all of the preliminary testing to be certain your alternator is not
working. For mine it was the battery that took out the alternator. The battery failed internally in
such a way that would duplicate removing the battery while the vehicle was running. This
spikes the charging system and blows the regulator. When it does this it shorts the charging
system creating a large draw. After some searching on the web I found lots of bad ways to do
this job so I will show you how I did it. I have more than 25 years experience in the auto repair
trade so I will show you young dogs how an old dog does this. DO NOT use the 14 mm crows
foot as a replacement for the 14 mm socket. First remove the negative battery terminal. This is a
10mm nut. Once loose pull it back over the plastic protection wall. Now remove the positive
terminal. If the battery is totally dead it is important that you slow charge otherwise you could
cook the battery and warp a plate which will kill that affected cell. When disconnecting the
battery disconnect the negative first. This keeps the battery from making sparks that could
ignite stray Hydrogen Sulfide coming from the battery. Remove the 4 - 10 mm bolts from the top
cover. Set it aside, do not even try to fish out the bolts from the cover. Just leave them in the
cover holes. Now remove the second beauty cover. There is 2 plastic screw heads on it. When
pulling the cover pull straight away from the valve cover. There is one small pin that goes into a
grommet that we will be removing at a later step. To remove the power steering reservoir you
need to free the latch from the stand it is on. To do this gently pry the tab at the top of the stand
and then put your hand under the reservoir and lift straight up. If it fights, rinse and repeat on
this step until the reservoir is free. Remove the cap from the reservoir. Take the time to note if
there is any fluid in the reservoir. Now remove the reservoir using the same method you did
with the power steering reservoir. Once you have it out set it aside in a place and way that it
won't spill all over the place. Take this time to remove the dip stick and make sure to set it in a
place where it won't get debris on it. This is a step I skipped and found out later so my pictures
will have the dip stick in place. This is important and it is not something that you can readily see
when you first look into the engine compartment. Actuate the latch and pull straight up like the
reservoirs did and the harness will come loose. You will need a serpentine belt tensioner tool
with a 14 mm crows foot. Don't be a caveman and cheat; just use the right tool for the right job. I
needed to give the tensioner pulley a nudge with a pry bar to get the serpentine belt tensioner
tool on the nut. Once you have the tool on the tensioner nut push the tool towards the firewall
as far as the tool will allow and slip the belt off the pulley. On mine I slipped it off the smooth
tensioner pulley first, then remove it from the alternator pulley. I used my trusty super bad ass
long handled ratchet with an extension and 14 mm swivel socket for the lower alt bolt. You will
have to twist the alternator so that the rear faces up to access the wiring. Remove the 12 mm
nut for the battery wire and actuate the latch on the other terminal group green to release it. In
this step you will have to be careful not to drop the old alternator in the car when pulling it as it
may land on the AC line and rupture it. Like I said - use care. Finally we are able to remove the
alternator. I twisted so it was pulley up and lifted until it stopped. Then I did an acrobat twist
with it so it facing rear up and then wiggled it free. I always take this time to check the part to
make certain it is the right one. Make sure the terminals are in the same spot as well as the
mounts and lastly make sure you have the right number of grooves in the pulley. I put mine in

the reverse of my extraction. Pulley down and twisted as I went until it was in its final position. If
this binds on the way in you will have to back up a step and try again after giving it a slight
twist. Now that we have the terminals in place slip the alternator into place and install the top
bolt first. I did the top bolt first as it was the one I felt had the best access to start. Once you
have it in a few threads you can let the alternator hang from the bolt. Now install the bottom bolt
and tighten both of these. Do not fully tighten these until both and snug enough to touch
alternator mounts with no space between them and the engine side mounting. Once you are this
far tighten them down. Don't be a gorilla; they don't have to be lug nut tight. I installed the belt
at this time as it would give me the most space to work with and allow me to see the alignment
of the belt during install. Slip your tensioner tool onto the pulley nut, check your belt to make
sure it is on the bottom pulleys and pull up the slack in the belt. Now check the belt to make
sure it is still on the pulleys. For mine I had to take a second pry bar to nudge the tensioner into
position so I could put the tool on it. Now push the tensioner tool towards the firewall until it
stops and slip the belt on the alternator. The temptation is to put the belt on the alternator first
and then slip it over the tensioner. It may work for you but it did not work for me. I did not have
enough throw with the tensioner tool to do it that way. So I put it on the alternator last. Once it is
on the pulley release the tool and check your work. Go back and correct any errors with the belt
alignment now. If the belt is hanging off the pulley by one groove it will cut the edge of the belt
and ruin it. This is the part where many 'shade tree' mechanics go wrong. It is the details that
show that an amateur did the job. It is always these details that make it necessary to go back
and redo part or all of the job. Make sure to install the coolant bottle and the power steering
reservoir back on their slide mounts. Now reinstall the loom hold down as shown in the picture.
If you don't install this loom mount the tab could damage the upper radiator hose later on. When
connecting the battery connect the positive terminal first. I have intentionally installed the
ground wrong in one picture. This is to show you how to not do it. Make sure the cables run
over the lift handle. The hold down is not shown here because the battery was swapped before I
got to the vehicle. Do not skip installing the battery hold down. Not using the hold down can
shorten the life of the battery. While the well is deep enough to keep the battery where it is do
not skip this last part. Last but not least check the voltage with the vehicle running. It should
read somewhere over Vaya con Dios jefe, excellent write up. Now IR out of reasons to let the
mud dry more b4 crawling under car. I just finished this job today on our Pilot a The only auto
parts store I found that had the necessary connector to test the alternator was O'Reilly auto
parts. I tried AutoZone and Pep Boys and both were unable to test it. On the Pilot, there's next
to ZERO clearance so the hardest part of the job was getting the old unit out and the new one in.
Also, fitting the new unit into place took quite a lot of wiggling and trial and error but eventually
it all went together nicely. Reply 2 months ago. I am having a really hard time getting the bottom
into place. It seems to be hanging up on the protrusions around the whole on the alternator.
Any tips? Should I take out the top bolt so I can wiggle it around more. It is close but not close
enough to put something smaller through the hole to help pullout into place. It has been 3 days
since I got it in the position shown in the picture so I really need something to help. Thank you.
Question 4 months ago. This is one of the best tutorials I've ever seen. I do have one question.
Somehow I seem to have lost the upper bolt. Still searching but figured I'd ask you if you could
tell me the length and thread pitch in case I can't find it. Beautiful write up with clear
instructions and photos. I enjoyed the "don't be a gorilla" reminder when it comes to tightening
bolts. This took me back to helping my Dad work on our driveway full of beaters. I have changed
alternators on my vehicles before, but never on a Honda. When I first looked at where the
alternator was, I was thinking that maybe I should have let the mechanic do it after all. Great
job!! Thank you for this! It's always hard to find tutorials for cars I've always hated video
tutorials for this kind of thing. Thanks for the help fixing my '07 Honda! Is this for the Pilot bhy
chance? Or is this same as the 05? I think mine is a 4 cylinder, or if they only used one engine,
then its a 6 I guess 3. Excellent write up! Thanks very much. Many good details. Just did the job
yesterday after the alternator started smoking. When installing the new alternator, the bushing
in the lower bolt mount stuck out and would not go into the yoke. It would have fit if I had
pushed it in first, but did not know. I had to remove the alternator to cuss at it, check clearances
and push the alternator bushing to the center. Easy fit then. I do like your detailed tutorial but I
will still end up being that guy. If your are trying to teach the young dogs how to do things the
right way then you must do things the right way. The right way to unhook a battery is to unhook
the negative lead first then unhook the positive lead. The reason for doing so is so you don't
accidentally short out the battery by hitting the frame with tools when unhooking it. To hook up
the battery you always hook the positive side up first then the negitve. Reply 5 years ago on
Introduction. You are absolutely right. I missed that detail. Truth is that I have been lazy over the
years and usually pull the positive first or whatever is accessible see Audi. But the reason for

unhookling and attaching the negative first is that it does not spark. In non-maintenance free
batteries the vents readily give off Hydrogen Sulfide which is explosive. If one were to combine
the spark from doing it wrong as you have indicated and the Hydrogen Sulfide you could have a
potentially dangerous situation. I have updated the Instructable; thanks for your input. I don't
have the same vehicle, however, I love seeing full written tutorials for repairs like this. Very
nicely done, sir. Introduction: Change Alternator Honda Pilot. By izzyspeaks Thomas Neubauer
Follow. More by the author:. About: I have always been tech support for just about everyone. I
am an Autodidact. There is nothing I can't teach myself. I was a Auto Tech for more than 20
years. I was ASE Master certified. You are going to need some tools. In this step we prep for the
removal. First remove the grommet that the second cover from the previous step went into.
Once the belt is off the pulley release the belt tool and remove it from the tensioner. Here you
will need a 13 mm and 14 mm socket. Remove the upper 13 mm bolt then remove the lower 14
mm bolt. Before mounting it make sure to reinstall the battery terminals to the alternator Now
that we have the terminals in place slip the alternator into place and install the top bolt first.
Safe travels to you Did you make this project? Share it with us! I Made It! Tinfoil Embossed
Artwork by cfb70 in Woodworking. MartinS 24 days ago on Introduction. Reply Upvote. JasonJ 2
years ago. Answer Upvote. CurtisR39 11 months ago. LadyJulie 2 years ago. I had to solve two
problems. SpecAvtotex 5 years ago on Introduction. Mjtrinihobby 5 years ago. Excellent write
up. Inspired me to get cracking on my civic alternator! The Modifier 5 years ago. Thank you for
sharing this! When replacing the serpentine belt on your Honda car make sure the new belt
matches the old one in width and shape to avoid noise and slippage. It is normal for the new
belt to be slightly shorter in length as the old one has stretched from wear. Also, make a note of
the Honda car routing of the belt on your particular vehicle or check the belt-routing label
located on the engine compartment. Then follow these steps to replace it. Locate the drive belt
auto-tensioner on the upper part of the engine. The tensioner is an idler pulley, since it does not
drive any accessory on your vehicle. Its only function is to give the belt its proper tension.
Insert a long boxed-end wrench on the auto-tensioner pulley bolt of the appropriate size and
slowly turn the idler pulley to release the tension on the drive belt. If you have a 2. Slide the belt
off any pulley located on the upper part of the engine; then slowly release the tensioner pulley
and remove the belt from the engine. Check every pulley run by the drive belt and make sure
they are free of dirt, debris and built-up material; if necessary, use a wire brush to clean the
pulleys. Install the new belt beginning with the crankshaft pulley at the bottom and center of the
engine and work your way up to the last pulley; follow your notes or the routing diagram on the
engine compartment. If necessary, ask a helper to hold the belt stretched next to the last pulley
on the upper part of the engine. Using the boxed-end wrench, slowly rotate the auto-tensioner
pulley in the same direction you turned it to release the belt. Then slide the belt over the last
pulley, and slowly release the auto-tensioner. How to Change the Serpentine Belt on a
Ridgeline. Find the belt routing diagram under the hood of the car; it should be next to the
release latch. If there is no diagram, draw one. To draw the diagram, draw circles representing
the pulleys on a sheet of paper, and place them in their approximate positions in the front of the
engine, as if you were looking at the front of the car. Draw a line to represent the belt, and draw
it either over or under each circle pulley depending on whether it actually goes over or under
that pulley in the engine. Place the socket wrench onto the bolt on the spring tensioner pulley.
The spring tensioner pulley is the pulley along the belt route in the uppermost section of the
engine. Place the new belt into the engine, following the diagrammed path, saving the tension
pulley for last. Find the auto-adjusting belt tensioner. The belt tensioner pulley is located
generally located behind the alternator and above the crankshaft on the Honda Accord. Rotate
the belt tensioner bolt to release tension on the belt. Rotation direction may vary by model, and
some models may have a different bolt head where a breaker bar or ratchet may be the more
applicable tool. Check owner's documentation and use the appropriate size and style of tool to
loosen the bolt. Slip the old belt off of the pulleys, and use a routing belt diagram or sketch to
install the new serpentine belt. Honda generally includes a belt routing diagram somewhere
under the hood, showing where the belt goes around various pulleys. Rotate the tensioner
again to allow the belt to be installed on all pulleys, then slowly release it to regain tension. Run
the engine and observe the belt for proper functioning. Before starting, make sure the belt is
seated properly on all of the pulleys. Open the hood of your Honda and locate the negative
battery cable on the battery. Loosen the clamp bolt on the battery cable end with a wrench and
then remove the cable from the battery. Locate the automatic belt tensioner on the front of the
engine. Place a socket and breaker bar on the bolt in the center of the tensioner. Rotate the
tensioner counterclockwise to release the tension on the belt. Remove the belt from the pulleys
and then rotate the tensioner back to the home position. Install the new belt around all the
pulleys except the tensioner. Rotate the tensioner counterclockwise with your breaker bar and

socket again, and then slide the belt onto the tensioner pulley. Rotate the tensioner clockwise to
tighten the belt. Remove the breaker bar and socket from the tensioner. Install the negative
battery cable to the negative battery post and tighten the retaining bolt with a wrench. Items you
will need Long boxed-end wrench Wire brush. Items you will need Replacement belt Wrench set
breaker bar or ratchet for some models, bolt size may vary. Items you will need Wrench set
Socket set Breaker bar. Hardlymoving writes about do-it-yourself automobile maintenance on
various makes and models. This article shows you, in a video and with written instructions, the
replacement of the timing belt, water pump, tensioner and guide pulleys on the - Honda Pilot
like this one. The service interval is , miles or 7 years. Replacement parts and service steps,
with minor variations, may also be applied to other Honda and Acura vehicles as follows:. See
photos of this special socket below. This minute video will provide you with visual step-by-step
help for completing this replacement. The steps are also described lower down in the article.
This minute video will provide you with visual step-by-step help for completing a timing belt
replacement with a OE Original Equipment quality timing belt kit like this one on a Acura TL.
The TL's engine is shared with the Honda Accord; therefore the procedure is virtually identical.
Earlier model TL's use a slightly different timing belt kit - like this one. Remove the black plastic
engine cover. Use a screwdriver to turn the two 2 plastic slit screws counterclockwise with a
screwdriver to release the tension. The rear of the cover can be pulled out; they are not bolted
in place. The passenger-side motor mount is blocked from removal by four 4 large electrical
levered harness connectors. Three 3 of the connectors are mounted and levered into an
electrical bus. Pinching the top portion of the gray lever clip followed by pulling down on the
lever will disconnect the electrical connection. The bottom electrical connection is a
"stand-alone" connection. The electrical bus is supported over the right front fender by three 3
10 mm bolts. The three 3 bus connectors are protected by a black plastic cover. Before you
remove the timing belt, you must position the crankshaft and camshaft timing marks. There is a
vertical arrow on the engine block above the crankshaft pulley, and vertical line marks behind
each of the camshafts. The water pump is held in place by five 5 mm bolts. It's a good idea to
place a large plastic pan underneath the car to capture the coolant that will splash out of the
engine when you remove the water pump. Content is for informational or entertainment
purposes only and does not substitute for personal counsel or professional advice in business,
financial, legal, or technical matters. Question: What if the cam marks do not line up when
cylinder 1 is at TDC? The hydraulic tensioner failed and belt skipped some teeth on cam gears.
Answer: You may or may not have bent valves. The easiest way of telling is to perform a
complete timing belt replacement and then see how the engine runs. The spark plugs do have
spark. While trying to start, you can smell fuel. Just had a friend mechanic change head gaskets
and timing. I don't think he's familiar with Honda's. I did pay him for the job. He brought it back.
It cranked and cranked, and started a few time, but hasn't since. Answer: The head gasket
replacement is a big job and anything can go wrong. The mechanic should honor is work and
attempt to get the car operational. Question: Can you tell me the part number for a Honda Pilot
timing belt kit? Excellent info hardlymoving. I know my limits, so will have the dealer take care
of this one. Do you recommend that I go ahead and have the water pump or anything else
replaced while I have this done? American auto manufacturers were on a roll in the s. Designing
was very competitive, and, through hot-rodding, engines and horsepower increased
dramatically. Thus, the American Muscle Car was born. Many people purchasing RVs have no
real camping experience, so RV campgrounds are being inundated with requests for their
people to do things that are the RV owner's responsibility. RV owners need to learn how to
perform their own site maintenance. Intake manifold leak diagnosis can be tricky but you can
use a few simple techniques to diagnose the problem. Don't let trouble code P or P leave you
without your ride and, worst of all, with an expensive repair bill later on. A basic knowledge on
the electronic fuel injection system eliminates the guesswork in the calibration of LPG-powered
cars. Here are eight simple tips to help give tires more traction in the snow. Experienced RV
campers know what they need to do to find a great campsite when they travel. Motorcycle
helmets are trendy items that reflect your personality. What type of helmet do you want for
yourself? Paying for air is annoying. Here is how you can find free air, and also how to set your
tire pressure for the best performance of your tires and your car. Is jump starting bad for your
car? You'd be surprised what you find out. What happens behind the scenes will shock you.
Learn the different signs of a bad alternator to make a faster diagnosis. You can make some
repairs using a few common tools. In , the East German government released the horrible
Trabant car on an unsuspecting Communist world. You don't need a lot of money to start selling
classic cars, you just need to buy the first car at a good price and then do it again. If you're
thinking of buying a classic VW Beetle, you need to know a few things beforehand. Discover
why the best bargain to be had is from someone who doesn't know he wants to sell. Identifying

the type of noise and when it happens can help you diagnose your transmission problem. Auto
Repair. DIY Auto Repair. RV Living. Safe Driving. Learning to Drive. All-Terrain Vehicles.
Commercial Vehicles. Automotive Industry. Automotive History. Related Articles. By Jerry
Fisher. By Don Bobbitt. By Dan Ferrell. By Victor Mangubat. By Linda Sarhan. By Isabella. By
John Dove. By electronicsguy. By Rupert Taylor. By Mary Wickison. Great parts, great price.
Very easy to find and order parts! Toggle Navigation Sons Honda. Categories About Us. Select a
Vehicle. Search Go. Honda Odyssey. You can edit the name of your vehicle by clicking the
pencil icon on the right. Something went wrong. Please try again. Select Your Vehicle Below:.
VIN Go. No vehicles found. Select your vehicle below:. Your Cart. Continue Shopping View Cart.
Tabbing past or clicking of this link will close the Cart. We Sell Tech Gloves! Home Honda
Odyssey Interior. Genuine Honda Interior spare parts are crafted to the same exacting quality
standards as your Honda Odyssey , providing fit and functionality tailored to each individual
model. Just find your part, order it online securely and get it shipped right to you. Have any
questions? Our certified parts professionals are available by phone or e-mail. Each Honda
Odyssey part is engineered and tested to complement the innovative technology built into your
Honda. Select an Honda Odyssey Year. Sons Honda. Average 4. Rosselli FAB Legal Policies
Data Requests. Links My Information Testimonials. Find us on Facebook. While every
reasonable effort is made to ensure the accuracy of this data, we are not responsible for any
errors or omissions contained on these pages. Please verify any information in question with a
sales representative. Our mobile mechanics offer services 7 days a week. Upfront and
transparent pricing. Our certified mobile mechanics can come to your home or office 7 days a
week between 7 AM and 9 PM. An engine timing belt is a fiber reinforced, toothed drive belt
manufactured using durable compounds such as highly saturated nitrile. The timing belt allows
the crankshaft to drive the camshafts in the cylinder head at half the RPMs of the crankshaft.
Engine designs vary, and thus the replacement procedure will vary, but broadly, the procedure
is as follows:. No, were a worn out timing belt to snap while underway, perhaps on a highway, it
creates a risk of complete loss of engine power while surrounded by fast moving vehicles. Once
your vehicle has reached the recommended replacement mileage for the belt, you can eliminate
the risk of sudden and unexpected timing belt breakage by having it replaced. If your engine is
of the interference type, it is especially important to replace the belt according to the
maintenance schedule because sudden breakage of the timing belt, while the engine is running,
will likely cause significant damage to internal engine components such as the valves and
pistons. Honda Odyssey Timing Belt Replacement at your home or office. Estimate price near
me. Service Location. YourMechanic Benefits Online Booking. Mechanic comes to you. Free 50
point safety inspection. See availability. Timing Belt Replacement Service What is a timing belt
and how does it work? Timing Belt. When to replace the timing belt? Every 60kk miles. If an
engine is equipped with a timing belt, the timing belt must be replaced at the service interval
specified by the vehicle manufacturer regardless of whether or not any problem is visible,
typically in the range of 60, to 90, miles. Engine stops abruptly or will not start. Occasionally,
timing belts can break, or skip, while the engine is running. Rough engine operation. The
molded, reinforced teeth on the timing belt engage gears on the crankshaft and camshafts. After
many tens of thousands of miles, the teeth can wear or break, or the belt can stretch, thus
causing the belt to jump position on the crankshaft or camshaft gears. Should the belt jump, the
engine will run poorly and perhaps not at all. Banging or clanking engine noise. On some
engines, if the timing belt has jumped, the pistons and valves can collide and there will be noise
and damage. These engine designs are referred to as interference engines. If your car has an
interference engine, replacing the timing belt according to the maintenance schedule will
minimize the chance that a belt failure will cause engine damage. How do mechanics replace the
timing belt? Engine designs vary, and thus the replacement procedure will vary, but broadly, the
procedure is as follows: Disconnect the battery ground cable. Once the engine is cold, set the
crankshaft to top dead center with the number one piston on the compression stroke. Remove
crankshaft pulley. Remove all accessories interfering with the removal of the timing belt covers.
Remove timing belt covers. Lock camshafts, as required, and note position of camshaft timing
marks. Remove timing belt tensioner and idler pulleys. Remove timing belt. If replacing the
water pump, do so at this time, and of course drain the cooling system first. If the engine
cooling system thermostat is only accessible with water pump replacement, the thermostat
should be replaced as well. Installation of the new timing belt includes all of the above steps,
performed in reverse, following strict guidelines to assure camshaft and crankshaft and
balancing shaft, if equipped are in perfect alignment after tensioner has been set. Upon
completion of the installation, the engine crankshaft is turned by hand degrees and the correct
position of the timing marks on the crankshaft and the camshafts is confirmed. The vehicle is
road tested to confirm normal operation and a service sticker is affixed to the engine noting the

date of belt replacement and the vehicle mileage. Is it safe to drive with a timing belt problem?
When replacing the timing belt keep in mind: An interference engine should be carefully
inspected before a broken timing belt is replaced because it may have sustained damage that
will have to be repaired prior to installing a new belt. The timing belt system includes idler
pulleys and a belt tensioner. These components should be replaced along with the belt.
Mechanics will usually recommend replacing the water pump at the same time that the timing
belt is replaced. Yourmechanic was featured in. Popular Honda Jobs. Auto service in Your City.
Meet some of our expert Honda mechanics Real customer reviews from Honda owners like you.
Excellent Rating. Rating Summary. Alexander 5 years of experience. Request Alexander. Very
kind and helpful. Job took longer than planned but he explained the situation and remained
committed to good work. John 23 years of experience. Request John. Another great experience!
Victor 0 years of experience. Request Victor. He stayed beyond the appointment time to make
sure my car was running they way it should. Friendly and professional. Christopher 15 years of
experience. Request Christopher. On time, very good job! How can we help? Read FAQ. Service
type Timing Belt Replacement. Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or
customers who bought this product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a
question. Please enter a question. Tensioner Pulley Type: Serpentine Notes: Flat; Counter
clockwise; 80mm diameter; 29mm width Evan-Fischer Accessory Belt Tensioner Assembly is an
affordable replacement product for your restoration needs; this item replaces your old,
worn-out or damaged part, manufactured thoroughly to ensure product durability and reliability.
For more information go to Skip to main content. FREE delivery: March 1 - 4. In Stock. Add to
Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your security and
privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your information during transmission. Learn
more. Ships from. Sold by. Include Add a Protection Plan:. Plan starts on the date of purchase.
Product breakdowns and malfunctions are covered after manufacturer's warranty. No additional
costs for repairs - parts, labor, and shipping are all included. Cancel anytime, full refund in the
first 30 days. Allstate Protection Plans serviced by SquareTrade, an Allstate company are only
valid for new or Amazon certified refurbished products purchased at Amazon in the last 30
days. Add No Thanks. Coverage for mechanical breakdowns begins after the manufacturer's
warranty expires. Fully transferable if bought as a gift. Not valid on auto parts purchased for
commercial use. Visit assurantclaims. To cancel, visit "Your Orders" on Amazon. Brand: Evan
Fischer. This fits your. Frequently bought together. Add all three to Cart Add all three to List.
These items are shipped from and sold by different sellers. Show details. Ships from and sold
by AutoPartsDeal. Ships from and sold by Amazon. Customers who viewed this item also
viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. Featured items you may
like. Compare with similar items. Register a free business account. Have a question? There was
a problem completing your request. Please try your search again later. Product information
Technical Details. Would you like to tell us about a lower price? Customers who bought this
item also bought. Ginsco pcs 6. See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings
calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer
bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Top reviews
Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering
reviews right now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. Note Im a master technician at
honda. I usually dont by aftermarket for my personal vehicles but for the price why not. Little
behold, Cheap frame material, pivot bolt broke off the frame just trying to put the belt on. I
removed the pulleys and tensioner installed them on the old bracket. You pay for what you get.
It's a hit or miss with aftermarket products.. First - I purchased this more than 6 months ago
when my original quit functioning. This tensioner was terrible! The bolt broke and I had to
replace the bracket that holds the alternator and AC compressor. The tensioner broke with me
trying to get a new belt on. I ended up going with the Gates tensioner and it traveled far enough
for me to get the belt on. I purchase this in February of and it broke in early April. The company
that sold it only gave me a partial refund. I would not. One person found this helpful. Please be
aware that this part is made with low quality metal. The tensioner bolt broke off in the engine
block of my Honda Odyssey, while driving. Amazon is a great place for a mechanic to save
money on parts, but when you are a do it yourself person, high quality auto parts are more
important than saving money to buy junk for your own vehicle. Do your homework and find the
highest quality parts for your car. Perfect fit on Honda Odyssey. This assembly worked great on
my Honda Crosstour, perfect replacement, comes with idler pulley center bolt and
pinch-washer. Did not fit Honda Odyssey belt would not extend over all pulleys. I removed
pulleys and piston from this product and installed on old bracket, that worked fine you need a
T50 driver to remove thos
2008 buick lacrosse manual

2006 civic alternator

2007 toyota avalon owners manual

e parts. See all reviews. Pages with related products. See and discover other items: serpentine
belts , honda pilot accessories , Serpentine Belts. There's a problem loading this menu right
now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to
Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Amazon Music
Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon
Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon
Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories
for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography.
East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and
Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

